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About This Game
You are stuck in a godforsaken spaceship for some reason. The way out seems "too damn long to walk" in technical jargon.
Your fortune, however, seems perfectly ba 5d3b920ae0
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I like the graphics with all those neons. Musics are cool too. But it doesn't challenge me as i expected from infinite runner game.
If developers work on difficulty, it has potential to be addictive. In the game, as far as i understand (there is no story behind
except description in store page) you are trying to run away from a spaceship with a jetpack. You dont see the jetpack however
controlling it helps you to levitate. It make me feel like i am in control which is important not to have nausea. While you are
flying, you have to avoid obstacles. There are different stages at the game with different environments. And the main purpose of
the game is beating your own highscore. It would be good to see others with leaderboard. As early access, it is worth what i paid
as long as studio keeps their promises about updating the game with mentioned plan.. I like the graphics with all those neons.
Musics are cool too. But it doesn't challenge me as i expected from infinite runner game. If developers work on difficulty, it has
potential to be addictive. In the game, as far as i understand (there is no story behind except description in store page) you are
trying to run away from a spaceship with a jetpack. You dont see the jetpack however controlling it helps you to levitate. It
make me feel like i am in control which is important not to have nausea. While you are flying, you have to avoid obstacles.
There are different stages at the game with different environments. And the main purpose of the game is beating your own
highscore. It would be good to see others with leaderboard. As early access, it is worth what i paid as long as studio keeps their
promises about updating the game with mentioned plan.. I like the graphics with all those neons. Musics are cool too. But it
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doesn't challenge me as i expected from infinite runner game. If developers work on difficulty, it has potential to be addictive.
In the game, as far as i understand (there is no story behind except description in store page) you are trying to run away from a
spaceship with a jetpack. You dont see the jetpack however controlling it helps you to levitate. It make me feel like i am in
control which is important not to have nausea. While you are flying, you have to avoid obstacles. There are different stages at
the game with different environments. And the main purpose of the game is beating your own highscore. It would be good to
see others with leaderboard. As early access, it is worth what i paid as long as studio keeps their promises about updating the
game with mentioned plan.

First Update on Icarus : First update is submitted! We made some quality of life changes, added new obstacles and tweaked
some mechanics. Here they are: Resource gained and score are distinguished Minor revisions to upgrade store interface Upgrade
store prices are updated.
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